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 When ads are good, they connect people to interesting, useful brands, businesses and

 products. Unfortunately, not all ads are--some are for fake or harmful products, or seek

 to mislead users about the businesses they represent. We have an extensive set of

 policies to keep bad ads out of our systems - in fact in 2015 alone, we disabled more

 than 780 million ads for reasons ranging from counterfeiting to phishing. Ads for

 financial services are a particular area of vigilance given how core they are to people’s

 livelihood and well being.

 In that vein, today we’re sharing an update that will go into effect on July 13, 2016:

 we’re banning ads for payday loans and some related products from our ads systems.

 We will no longer allow ads for loans where repayment is due within 60 days of the

 date of issue. In the U.S., we are also banning ads for loans with an APR of 36% or

 higher. When reviewing our policies, research has shown that these loans can result in

 unaffordable payment and high default rates for users so we will be updating our

 policies globally to reflect that.

 This change is designed to protect our users from deceptive or harmful financial
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 products and will not affect companies offering loans such as Mortgages, Car Loans,

 Student Loans, Commercial loans, Revolving Lines of Credit (e.g. Credit Cards).

 According to Wade Henderson, president and CEO of The Leadership Conference on

 Civil and Human Rights, "This new policy addresses many of the longstanding

 concerns shared by the entire civil rights community about predatory payday lending.

 These companies have long used slick advertising and aggressive marketing to trap

 consumers into outrageously high interest loans - often those least able to afford it."

 We’ll continue to review the effectiveness of this policy, but our hope is that fewer

 people will be exposed to misleading or harmful products.
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Manjush Varghese May 11, 2016 at 10:34 AM

Extremely disappointed.I would love to know some of the facts and research you are referring to. I
 have been a long-standing, responsible advertiser on Google. Our prior attempts to engage with
 the policy group at G have been consistently rebuffed. I sincerely wish you had the inclusiveness
 to engage all parties in these policy discussions. Unfortunate when selective, biased data guides
 decisions at such a reputable company. I would be happy to share data with you that shows your
 decision will only end up harming consumers in the long run.

Reply

Unknown May 11, 2016 at 2:20 PM

I work in the Credit Repair industry and we work directly with Personal loan/Pay day
 loan partners. The amount of shady companies in the Pay Day industry is scary. They
 charge ridiculous rates and fees to consumers who are just looking for some quick help.
 They are just protecting their brand

Reagan May 11, 2016 at 2:24 PM

Unknown, "just protecting their brand" is right. Their brand's reputation is the reason
 people use Google and not Yahoo, Bing, etc.
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